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Welcome to
TRANSPORT 
CHICAGO

Transport Chicago is an annual conference that provides a forum for 
the exchange of knowledge in transportation research, policies, and 
practice. The conference, first held in 1986, explores a broad range of 
transportation modes and issues. This event regularly attracts academics 
and professionals from the Chicago region and beyond, offering an 
excellent opportunity for the transportation community to make 
connections and share experiences. 
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2016 conference 
steering committee

Dear Colleagues, 

Welcome to the 2016 Transport Chicago Conference. Now in our 31st year, we continue to strive to 
provide conference attendees with a forum for the exchange of knowledge in transportation research, 
trends, policy, and practice. This year’s program includes a broad range of topics spanning all modes of 
transportation. 

Transport Chicago is unique. It is a non-profit volunteer organization in which professionals from across 
Chicago’s transportation planning and engineering industry come together. We work throughout the 
year, elect a new Board each summer, and attract up to two dozen volunteers to help on countless tasks 
associated with the organization. I have personally volunteered with Transport Chicago for four years, and I 
am thankful for the lasting friendships and connections it has fostered. 

As I assess our transportation landscape today, I am reminded of our interconnectivity. Technological 
developments in transportation are exciting, from transit fare payment to ridesharing to automated toll 
collection to driverless cars and countless other advances. At the same time, we cannot divorce new 
trends from the need to collectively resolve seemingly intractable problems in government that impact 
us all. Transport Chicago provides an opportunity for us to celebrate our shared successes, while thinking 
critically about solutions to our most serious, shared challenges.  

The Transport Chicago Steering Committee is pleased to welcome our keynote speakers. Our Morning 
Keynote address features State Representative Al Riley, Assistant Majority Leader in the Illinois House of 
Representatives. Our Lunchtime Panel on Transportation Innovation features leaders from Uber, Lyft, and 
Via, companies that have developed new business models for solutions in urban mobility. 

Please take the opportunity to network with fellow transportation professionals and enjoy today’s 
conference. We would like to thank you for your support of our organization and we look forward to 
continue to provide a quality conference in the years to come. 

Sincerely, 

Josh Sikich
President | Transport Chicago 2016 Steering Committee 
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conference  schedule

CM / 1.0  Up to 5.0 PDH / AICP CM credits available for attending all conference sessions (AICP CM credits are pending confirmation)

8:45—9:45 aM 12:30—1:00 PM

8:45—9:45 aM 1:00—2:00 PM

10:00—11:00 aM
2:00 - 3:00 PM

2:15 - 2:45 PM

4:00—5:30 PM

11:15 aM—12:15 PM

3:00—4:00 PM

morning recePtion and BreakFast lunch and sPonsor acknowledgements

morning keynote lunch keynote Panel

state rePresentatiVe aL riLey, assistant MajOrity Leader,  
38tH district cM / 1.0 

transPOrtatiOn innOVatiOn WitH uber, Lyft, and Via cM / 1.0 

session 1
Poster session (main hall)

wildcard sessions

recePtion

session 2

session 3

a. bus sOuP (rOOM d)
track: WiLd & crazy transit  cM / 1.0 

b. transfOrMatiVe transPOrtatiOn (rOOM f)
track: PLanninG & PLaces cM / 1.0

c. GOinG fOr brOke (rOOM i)
track: data & innOVatiOn CM / 1.0

a. WHat dOes tHe fOx say? (rOOM d)
track: WiLd & crazy transit  cM / 1.0 

b. nOtOriOus t.O.d. (rOOM f)
track: PLanninG & PLaces cM / 1.0

c. Meet tHe jetsOns (rOOM i)
track: data & innOVatiOn cM / 1.0

a. ask tHe decisiOn-Makers (rOOM d) cM / 1.0 

b. bikes and bLOcks (rOOM f)
track: PLanninG & PLaces cM / 1.0

c. i Like biG data (rOOM i)
track: data & innOVatiOn cM / 1.0

MORNING AfTeRNOON
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our  keynote
speakers

State Representative Al Riley is Assistant Majority Leader in the Illinois 
House of Representatives 99th General Assembly and serves the 
38th District in Chicago’s Southland region. He is a member of the 
Appropriations-Public Safety Committee and Transportation: Vehicles & 
Safety Committee, to name a few. 

Riley’s focus has been to use his professional and political experience in 
advancing the issues of resource allocation and equity for the Southland 
region of the Chicago metropolitan area. The landmark Mass Transit bill 
included a permanent south suburban seat on the Metra board, money for 
innovative transit solutions for PACE, a bond issue promise for new cars and 
improvements on the Metra Electric line and development of the SouthEast 
Service line.

 Professionally, Riley is an urban planner and statistician. Prior to coming to 
Springfield in 2007, Riley’s career included service on the research staff of 
the American Society of Planning Officials in the early ‘70’s. Some of his 
other areas of service include being a Chief Planner and Director in county 
government and holding executive positions in the private sector. Riley 
taught urban studies and public health planning at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago, and was an adjunct professor of Public Administration and 
Statistics at Governors State University for eleven years. He holds Bachelors 
degrees in Economic Geography and Secondary Education from Chicago 
State University, Master of Urban Planning and Policy Analysis and Statistics, 
and Doctoral study in Public Policy Analysis from the University of Illinois at 
Chicago. 

morning 8:45—9:45 am

Al RIley

MOderated By sharOn feigOn, exeCutive 
direCtOr Of shared use MOBility Center

Marco Mccottry, Uber
Marco McCottry is currently General Manager of Uber in Illinois and Indiana. Marco, a 

Cleveland native, previously ran Uber’s operations in Central Texas and Oklahoma. Marco 
led Uber Austin to become one of Uber’s fastest growing U.S. markets, achieving over 2.5 

million trips in its first year of operations. 

Marco joined Uber in August 2014. Prior to Uber, Marco led mergers and acquisitions 
as Corporate Development & Planning Manager for Eaton Corporation and worked in 

investment banking at National City Bank. Marco graduated from Columbia University, 
where he played basketball, and holds an MBA from the Wharton School of Business. He 

lives in Chicago with his wife Courtney and new baby, Navy.

Chicago is Uber’s 4th largest U.S. market, and the company employs more than 300 
full-time workers across the city. In addition, approximately 35,000 drivers use the Uber 

platform on a monthly basis to earn money. From Uber’s founding in 2009 to launches in 
over 300 cities today, Uber’s rapidly expanding global presence continues to bring people 

and their cities closer.

DaviD Katcher, Lyft
David Katcher is currently the General Manager for Lyft in Chicago. He joined Lyft after 

several years at Groupon where he held a variety of roles across management, operations, 
and product. Prior to Groupon, David was a Manager in Deloitte Consulting’s Strategy 

practice where he focused on customer strategy and cost reduction. David is a graduate of 
the University of Illinois and Columbia Business School and resides in Arlington Heights with 

his wife and two young children.

Chicago is one of Lyft’s top markets where it has operated since May 2013. Lyft continues 
to see strong growth in Chicago with the launch of Lyft Line, Lyft’s shared ride product, 

in December 2015 and Express Drive, Lyft’s car rental program, in March 2016. Lyft is 
committed to reducing car ownership and providing a better way of transportation for the 

people of Chicago.

chris snyDer, via
Chris Snyder is Via’s General Manager in Chicago. Prior to joining Via, Chris developed 

analytics-driven social media tools and built supercomputers designed to discover new 
pharmaceutical drugs. He received his undergraduate degree in social studies from Harvard 

University.

Via is re-engineering public transit by providing shared rides in comfortable vehicles at 
affordable, flat fares. Via’s technology utilizes sophisticated algorithms that dynamically 

produce the best route and most efficient pickup and drop-off points for each passenger, 
creating a truly seamless system without the need to rely on fixed routes. Targeting the gap 

between outdated public transit and expensive private car services, Via currently operates 
in New York City and Chicago, has provided more than three million rides, and is growing 

rapidly. Founded in 2012 by Daniel Ramot and Oren Shoval, Via has raised over $38M to date 
and is headquartered in New York, with offices in Tel Aviv and Chicago.

aFternoon 1:00—2:00 Pm

TRANSPORTATION

STATe  RePReSeNTATIve

 INNOvATION
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Bus Soup
Track: Wild & Crazy Transit 

Pace Suburban Bus is implementing the future of bus 
rapid transit in Chicago’s suburban region through 
an enhancement of existing surface transportation 
infrastructure. Pace’s Strategic Plan, Vision 2020, highlights 
a combined bus-based Arterial Rapid Transit (ART) and 
expressway network for northeastern Illinois’ 8 million 
residents. At full build out, the Pace Rapid Transit Network 
will provide 655 miles of ART service and 230 miles of 
expressway based service. 

Highlights of ART, identified as the “Pulse” service, include 
branded transit vehicles, stations, transit signal priority, 
real-time information, on-board Wi-Fi and frequent service. 
Features of the expressway service include vehicles 
equipped with high-back reclining seats, park & ride 
stations, bus on shoulder operations, as well as free WiFi. 
Pace began implementing Vision 2020 with the rollout of 
bus on shoulder operations on I-55 and plans to launch 
their second bus on shoulder corridor in 2017. The first 
Pulse service of the planned 24-corridor ART network – the 
Pulse Milwaukee Line – will operate along a 7.6-mile corridor 
connecting Chicago with the suburban community of Niles. 

This presentation will illustrate the incremental 
implementation of Pace’s Rapid Transit Network throughout 
suburban Chicago. It will address the challenges of 
providing rapid transit in a multijurisdictional metropolitan / 
suburban region with changing population and employment 
patterns as well as strategies for overcoming those 
challenges.

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has a number of 
regulations in 49 Code of Federal Regulations, intended 
to carry out the requirements of Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. These regulations pertain to all 
transit entities receiving federal financial assistance from 
the Department of Transportation. Most transit agencies 
are also subject to the Americans with Disabilities Act 
regulations of the U.S. Department of Justice (USDOJ). 

This presentation will touch on the USDOJ’s ADA 
compliance requirements of transit agencies. Information 
will be provided on the differences in the requirements 
of ADA Titles II and III, what is required under each, and 
how to ensure that transit agencies can determine if their 
facilities, services, policies, and practices are accessible 
to persons with disabilities. Given the importance of fixed 
route bus service accessibility, information on the specific 
ADA standard requirements of bus stops and shelters 
will be presented. Inaccessible bus stops typically result 
in increases on the demand-response program of transit 
agencies at a much higher cost per trip than fixed rate 
service. Data on various case studies of ADA compliance 
investigations of bus stops and shelters will be also 
presented, a majority of which found a significantly high 
percentage of non-compliant facilities.

Transportation agencies in Northeastern Illinois; including 
the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA), Chicago 
Transit Authority (CTA), Pace Suburban Bus, Chicago 
Department of Transportation (CDOT), Illinois Department 
of Transportation (IDOT), and other local departments of 
transportation; are jointly implementing a regional Transit 
Signal Priority (TSP) system to improve bus performance 
on major arterials. This $40 million TSP program involves 
approximately 400 intersections covering about 100 miles 
of roadway on 13 strategic bus transit corridors.

The goal of this program is to implement an interoperable 
TSP system that allows buses operated by the CTA or 
Pace to request and receive priority at intersections 
operated by various highway agencies – thereby reducing 
bus travel time and/or improving travel time reliability. 
Additional objectives include using existing bus and 
roadside equipment to the extent possible, as well as 
utilizing off-the-shelf technology for bus-to-intersection 
communication.

Building on lessons learned from prior TSP demonstrations 
in limited geographic areas, the stakeholder agencies 
followed a systems engineering approach to develop 
regional TSP standards and implementation guidelines 
that are now being utilized to guide TSP deployment on 
multiple corridors throughout Chicagoland. The program’s 
focus on an interoperable system is allowing expansion 
of TSP to corridors that cross jurisdictional boundaries 
or those that include multiple bus routes operated by 
different transit agencies. This presentation will highlight 
the technical and institutional challenges faced by the 
transportation agencies as they implement the regional 
TSP system, as well as the opportunities that have arisen 
for collaboration and advancement of this promising 
technology.

Many PatHs can Lead tO better transit 

serVice. HOWeVer, eacH PatH Has its OWn 

set Of unique ObstacLes. tHese ObstacLes 

can take Many fOrMs. fraGMented 

suburban MuniciPaLities WitH quickLy 

cHanGinG POPuLatiOn and eMPLOyMent 

Patterns Make it cHaLLenGinG tO 

iMPLeMent raPid transit. actuaL PHysicaL 

ObstacLes can keeP tHOse WitH disabiLities 

frOM accessinG fixed-rOute serVices, 

creatinG deMand fOr MOre exPensiVe 

deMand resPOnse serVice. traffic siGnaLs 

can HeLP create efficient fLOWs Of 

traffic. HOWeVer, buses dO nOt aLWays GO 

WitH tHe saMe fLOW as GeneraL traffic. 

transit siGnaL PriOrity (tsP) can GiVe 

a bOOst tO buses and HeLP keeP tHeM 

On scHeduLe. Learn HOW tHese Gurus 

OVercaMe tHe Odds and created better 

serVice fOr aLL!

SeSSION 1A
 10:00 AM - ROOM  D 

MODeRATOR: 
JASON  BIeRNAT

ada titLe ii/iii requireMents fOr transit 
aGencies and case studies Of bus stOP 
cOMPLiance

stephen G. Metzer
dlZ

a raPid Pace fOr cHicaGO suburbs

charLotte oboDzinsKi
paCe suBurBan Bus

sara haGe
hntB

iMPLeMentinG a reGiOnaL transit siGnaL 
PriOrity (tsP) systeM in nOrtHeastern iLLinOis

MarK e. pitsticK 
regiOnal transpOrtatiOn 
authOrity (rta) 

Kevin D. stancieL 
regiOnal transpOrtatiOn 
authOrity (rta)
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Transformative 
Transportation

Track: Planning & Places

Due to a lack of open space and bike facilities in the Little 
Village community, the Chicago Department of Planning 
and Development approached the Chicago Department of 
Transportation to initiate a feasibility study for the “Little 
Village Paseo.”  The study, which began in late 2014 and 
was recently completed, looked into transforming roughly 
1.3 miles of unused, at-grade rail (currently owned by 
BNSF) into a multi-use path that connects pedestrians and 
bicyclists in Little Village with parks, schools, and current/
future bike facilities in Little Village and neighboring 
Pilsen. Specifically, the study assessed existing traffic 
conditions, determined the path’s endpoints, examined 
traffic options for path/road crossings, and developed 
draft design concepts for gateway areas, which would be 
located towards the endpoints of the proposed project. 
A public outreach effort was also incorporated into the 
study process, in order to obtain input for the draft traffic 
recommendations and design concepts. 

Through the study, it was determined that the path would 
be feasible to build from a traffic standpoint and that 
the Little Village community is so far supportive of the 
proposed project (environmental testing and survey work 
will have to be conducted after the feasibility/traffic study 
stage). The type of traffic recommendations includes refuge 
islands, crosswalks, and sidewalk improvements near the 
crossings. The presentation will go over the highlights of the 
study and next steps in the overall project process.

As a component of the Great Rivers Chicago initiative, the 
Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) analyzed the future 
of the city’s river network as a transportation corridor for 
people and goods in the region. The river system—made 
up of the Chicago, Calumet and Des Plaines Rivers—offers 
a unique right-of-way that connects much of the region 
to the Loop and other centers of activity and offers a 
strategic transportation link for waterborne freight. MPC’s 
goal for this research was to determine the degree to 
which the rivers could offer a useful supplement to the 
existing road and rail transportation system.

MPC divided this analysis into three components. MPC 
evaluated the potential for additional stops along existing 
water taxi routes and expanding service to areas that 
it currently does not serve, considered the potential for 
a continuous riverfront bike and pedestrian trail akin 
to the existing Lakefront trail, and identified trends in 
freight usage of the river corridors by examining trends 
in employment, adjacent land use and barge commodity 
tonnage. 

This presentation will delve into how analysis was 
conducted, including path analysis and network 
implications, and show how recommendations were 
identified.

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a concept gaining ground 
in transportation. The idea behind it is that we are all 
travelers, not specifically transit riders or drivers, and we 
seek to buy a service that is not system specific, but a way 
to get from here to there.

MaaS combines services from public and private providers 
(public transit, rideshare, bike share, autonomous vehicles, 
parking, etc.) through a unified gateway that creates and 
manages the trip, which users can pay for with a single 
account. Users can pay per trip or a monthly fee for a set 
distance from a mobile app.

Proof-of-concept trials in Finland and Sweden have been 
successful and are paving the way to broader analysis 
and application to the international community. For this 
approach to work, we need to start with a single account 
for all paid transportation services. Tolling, transit, bike 
share, parking and services like Uber and Lyft, would bill to 
one account. Under the per-trip model each service bills 
according to their rates and the customer receives one 
monthly bill. There is more pricing cooperation between 
providers, so a flat rate could be offered and supported by 
creative pricing for multi-modal trips. It’s an idea that could 
lead to a decline in car ownership and also significantly 
increase the efficiency and utilization of transit providers in 
a region.

as cHicaGO’s transPOrtatiOn 

infrastructure Has been dOMinated by a 

raiL and car binary fOr tHe Last century, 

discussiOn Of OtHer aLternatiVes Has 

frequentLy faLLen by tHe Wayside. tHis 

sessiOn aiMs tO exPLOre POssibiLities 

beyOnd tHese MOdes, WitH nOVeL 

aPPrOacHes tO transfOrM transPOrtatiOn 

bOtH WitHin tHe reGiOn and tHe WOrLd 

at LarGe. sessiOn attendees WiLL Hear 

abOut effOrts tO better faciLitate 

reGiOnaL bike and Pedestrian traVeL, 

exPLOre HOW tO better utiLize cHicaGO’s 

extensiVe WaterWays, and cOnsider HOW 

tO HeLP MObiLity OPtiOns transcend tHe 

barriers Of differinG MOdes, institutiOnaL 

bOundaries, and different PayMent 

structures.

SeSSION 1B
 10:00 AM -  ROOM  f 

MODeRATOR: 
ANGelA  NG

Our riVer systeM: tHe reGiOn’s next 
transPOrtatiOn cOrridOr?

MaDeLine shepherD
MetrOpOlitan planning COunCil

LittLe ViLLaGe PaseO feasibiLity study - 
findinGs and next stePs

phiLip banea
ChiCagO departMent Of transpOrtatiOn

MObiLity as a serVice: an idea tHat can 
bOOst PubLic transit

Martin howeLL 
CuBiC
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Going for 
Broke

Track: Data & Innovation

The Planning for Performance (PFP) Tool is a spreadsheet-
based tool developed to help the Massachusetts 
Department of Transportation (MassDOT) understand 
the tradeoffs and performance implications of capital 
budgeting decisions. It was recently used to support 
development of the five-year MassDOT Capital Investment 
Plan (CIP).

The PFP Tool, as applied to MassDOT, incorporates all 
divisions of the department: Highway, Rail and Transit, 
Aeronautics, and Registry. Within each department, each 
asset category is represented with a performance measure. 
Models were utilized or developed to relate spending 
to performance over time in each asset category; these 
relationships were taken from the models that MassDOT 
uses for internal planning purposes, or developed from 
scratch when existing models were not available.

The PFP Tool visualizes the performance of each asset 
category, allowing the user to see the impacts of different 
allocations of spending across asset categories. The PFP 
Tool is also financially constrained and respects the “color 
of money”: each available funding source and its eligible 
uses are included in the tool, ensuring money restricted to 
certain asset categories cannot be allocated to other areas.

Finally, the PFP Tool includes an optimization routine, in 
which the user can apply weights to each asset category. 
Based on these weights, the PFP Tool incrementally 
allocates available funds in the most “economically efficient” 
way, putting funding where it provides the biggest bang for 
the buck.

This presentation will include a demonstration of how the 
PFP Tool works, and explain how it was developed and used 
by MassDOT.

Illinois is at a crossroads: The state’s commitment to 
transportation infrastructure has substantially declined 
over the past two decades. If the state continues to 
underfund transportation infrastructure, the state’s 
economy will suffer from increasing maintenance costs 
and rising congestion, and its mobility system will be 
hobbled by slow transit lines and falling bridges. 

On the other hand, should the state acknowledge its 
underlying needs and make investments, it could reduce 
the cost of living for residents and encourage more 
business creation.

Over the past year, the Metropolitan Planning Council 
(MPC) has undertaken a statewide funding needs analysis 
to determine what our transportation agencies need to 
bring Illinois’ road and rail infrastructure to a state of good 
repair. MPC has demonstrated that a total of $43 billion 
is needed over the next ten years if we want to avoid 
the pitfalls of a transportation system stuck in perpetual 
decline.

This presentation will detail how MPC conducted this 
analysis of statewide transportation needs and describe 
the funding sources MPC suggests to address these 
problems as well as other necessary long-term policy 
changes.

WitH GrOWinG POPuLatiOn centers and 

aGinG infrastructure, Our current 

transPOrtatiOn systeMs are Often under 

increasinG stress. HOW dO We assess 

WHat infrastructure inVestMents tO 

Make and HOW tO Pay fOr tHeM WitHOut 

“GOinG brOke”? tHis sessiOn HiGHLiGHts 

transPOrtatiOn infrastructure fundinG 

decisiOns in iLLinOis and MassacHusetts, 

WitH LessOns tHat cOuLd be aPPLied tO 

OtHer LOcaLities.

SeSSION 1C
 10:00 AM -  ROOM  I 

MODeRATOR: 
MATT  BeAMeR

unLOckinG tHe dOOrs tO an adequateLy 
funded state transPOrtatiOn systeM

peter sKosey
MetrOpOlitan planning COunCil

PLanninG fOr PerfOrMance tOOL

steven woeLfeL
MassaChusetts dOt

nathan hiGGins
CaMBridge systeMatiCs

DaviD baUMGartner
CaMBridge systeMatiCs
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What Does the 
fox Say?

Track: Wild & Crazy Transit

We have seen many changes to how consumers purchase 
products and services – including in transportation, where 
demand for flexibility and on-demand payment via cash, 
card, and mobile have transformed the industry. A review of 
the current landscape reveals that each transit network has 
unique opportunities and challenges to servicing customers 
– from providing self-service and full-service offerings, to 
creating seamless payment experiences for commuters and 
visitors alike.

This session will be supported by global research conducted 
by New York research firm Sachs Insights, addressing the 
use of qualitative market research to understand passenger 
needs and behaviors, and to co-create solutions that 
contribute to ideal payment experiences. This collaborative 
research is enabling us to better understand and create for 
positive passenger experiences in cities and transit systems 
globally. 

Our session will demonstrate the value of qualitative 
research with transportation customers (agencies and 
passengers) to better explore needs with a specific view 
on the shifting role of payment experiences. We plan to 
present case studies and incorporate interactive audience 
participation to give attendees a hands-on experience that 
can be applied within teams and organizations.

In January 2015 the RTA, in collaboration with CTA, Metra 
and Pace, launched the Ride On. marketing campaign 
to promote the convenience and benefits of public 
transportation in the Chicago region. Before launching the 
campaign, the RTA used existing market data along with 
the results from a benchmarking research effort to ensure 
that the campaign would be effective in growing ridership, 
increasing public awareness of transit and improving the 
public’s perception of the transit system. 

In October 2015, the RTA conducted research to see the 
impact of the Ride On. campaign. The research found 
that the quality of the advertising has been high, resulting 
in the campaign being well recognized by consumers. 
Consumers are able to appropriately link it back to the 
RTA and Service Boards at a high rate and they believe in 
the messaging of the ads and they are showing an interest 
in using the transit system. 

Overall, the research shows that the Ride On. campaign 
is making a difference for the region’s transit system. 
Awareness of the Service Board brands – CTA, Metra and 
Pace – has increased since the campaign launched and 
we are seeing improvements in perceptions of the transit 
system. When using an innovative technique called Media 
Mapping, which controls for certain variables, consumers 
that recognized the campaign were found to hold more 
favorable perceptions of the Service Boards than non-
recognizers, including whether transit offers a great value 
for the money, is family-friendly and helps travelers make 
the most of their time.

A stated-preference survey was designed and 
implemented to evaluate the market potential for flexible, 
demand-adaptive transit. To examine the influence 
of emerging technology-enabled services, this study 
estimates the relative importance of choice dimensions 
including weather, attributes of the mode, and traveler 
access to real-time information on traditional and flexible 
transit mode choice. 

The survey instrument employed a dp-efficient design 
and the Google Maps API to capture precise origins and 
destinations in order to create realistic choice scenarios. 
The stated-preference experiments offered respondents a 
choice between traditional transit, car, and a hypothetical 
flexible transit mode. Wait time, access time, travel time, 
cost and number of transfers were varied across the 
choice scenarios. 

The parameters for a choice model were estimated using 
choice experiment data of Chicago travelers (Nobs = 
1,280). Results suggest transfers, wait time and access time 
are valued 1.5 to 3 times more than travel time; implications 
for the design and delivery of flexible, technology-enabled 
services are discussed.
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We have local, regional, and federal policy goals to 
increase the number of people riding transit, bicycling, and 
walking, yet federal tax policy works against these goals 
by encouraging people to drive. Parking is a tax-exempt 
fringe benefit that employers can offer to their employees. 
Employers can also offer transit benefits, allowing 
employees to pay for transit before taxes to lower their 
taxable income and purchase transit passes. The practice of 
providing free parking to employees, however, is much more 
prevalent and has an enormous impact on commuter mode 
choice. Parking cash out is a policy that gives commuters 
the option of receiving free parking or its equivalent cash 
value.

National estimates suggest that over 90% of commuters 
receive free parking, and over 50% of drivers park for 
free at downtown central business districts (CBDs). 
When employers provide parking for free, employees 
underestimate the value of the space. If employers were, 
instead, to offer employees free parking OR the cash 
equivalent of providing that space, our central business 
districts would likely see the same number of visitors with 
fewer single occupant vehicles. This policy is called “parking 
cash out.”

Parking cash out would strengthen our existing policies 
to increase transit ridership and carpooling in the region, 
improve equity, lower pollution, help fund local transit, and 
increase local and federal revenue without a tax increase. By 
simply allowing employees to choose between free parking 
or its cash equivalent, we can make strides toward reaching 
a number of important regional policy goals.

Affordability explores the relationship between unused 
parking and neighborhood affordability. Many cities, 
including Chicago, mandate the minimum number of 
parking spaces new developments need to build. However, 
these minimum requirements don’t always reflect real 
demand.

For this study, CNT interviewed multifamily developers in 
Chicago and went to the parking lots and garages of 40 
apartment buildings, both market-rate and subsidized, to 
see how much parking was being used. Researchers went 
at 4:00 a.m., when most tenants have parked their cars 
and are asleep in bed.

The study found that:
•	 A single indoor parking space costs $37,300 to 

construct, which makes it more expensive to build 
market rate and subsidized buildings near transit.

•	 The supply of parking exceeds demand. Buildings 
offered two spots for every three units. According to 
our analysis, they only used one for every three.

•	 As parking supply goes up, much of it sits empty. 
Apartments with fewer spaces saw a greater 
percentage of their parking used.

•	 Apartment buildings near frequent transit need less 
parking. Buildings within ten minutes of a CTA train 
stop provided one spot for every two units. Even 
then, one-third of the spots sat empty.

This presentation will conclude with land use and 
development strategies to reduce parking and pass on the 
savings in development costs to build more affordable and 
compact communities near transit.

While delivering several major capital projects envisioned 
in CMAP’s GO TO 2040 comprehensive regional plan, the 
Illinois Tollway has invested billions of dollars improving 
and expanding infrastructure across northern Illinois. New 
and improved interchanges, capacity improvements and 
enhanced transit options have all been delivered in part by 
the Illinois Tollway’s Move Illinois capital program. 

The benefits of these investments are being realized by 
the local communities in which they serve. Not only do 
the investments provide congestion relief and improved 
mobility but also provide significant economic benefits 
by attracting new businesses in the areas of investment. 
The success is attributed to the Tollway’s commitment to 
improving mobility, as well as the local community vision 
and willingness to partner and invest with the Tollway. 

A collaborative planning process between the Tollway, 
CMAP and local communities from the inception of the 
project benefits both the local community and Tollway and 
enables the parties to leverage assets and resources for 
the success of all those involved. 

Economic and job creation models are often used to 
support investments, but what is most evident along the 
Tollway is the real and visible growth and development 
that has occurred in these key areas of investment. This 
presentation will focus on case studies of partnerships 
that resulted in successful economic development along 
the Tollway system. The past success is also guiding the 
tollway vision for future infrastructure investment.
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Transportation technology is changing at the fastest pace 
since the invention of the automobile. In the not-so-distant 
future, connected and autonomous vehicles will potentially 
yield tremendous direct benefits and also bring myriad 
externalities to cities, transportation agencies, and everyday 
travelers. This impending paradigm shift suggests many 
questions: What does a self-driving future look like? What 
are the implications to planners, policy makers, and citizens? 
What steps need to be taken now to prepare for this future? 
This interactive discussion session will engage three experts 
with different perspectives on connected and autonomous 
vehicles. Each panel member will be challenged to address 
a specific question in 5 minutes or less, followed by a 30 
minute Q & A session. 
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The Bronzeville Community Sustainable Transportation 
Plan is a community-based conceptual plan designed to 
prioritize transportation needs and develop near- and 
medium-term improvements in the Bronzeville community 
of Chicago. This plan is built on many planning studies, 
which have identified that Bronzeville has exponential 
potential to become a vibrant and distinct place that 
supports a variety of leisurely, cultural, and commercial 
activity, thereby stimulating economic development. 

The purpose of this plan is to provide a framework for 
improving multi-modal transportation environment 
throughout the Bronzeville community, particularly making 
streets accommodate all users’ needs while respecting 
environments. The plan presents guiding principles and 
associated recommendations to promote safe, sustainable 
travel choices and improve access for all street users and 
people with disabilities of all kinds in Bronzeville. 

The plan sets forth a vision that Bronzeville is a community 
where everyone can get to their destinations safely, 
conveniently, and comfortably with limited environment 
impacts. The plan’s bold vision is driven by three 
imperatives - accessible, safe and secure, and green - which 
are based on community interests and current mode users’ 
experiences and articulate the plan’s future achievements. 
With this vision in mind, this plan proposes six strategies: 
Accessible
1.	Enhance connectivity among different transportation 

modes.
2.	Enhance comprehensive and intuitive wayfinding and 

signage.
Safe and secure
1.	 Improve safe and convenient crossing.
2.	Optimize street space to enhance all users’ comfort.
3.	 Increase land use diversity and density.

Green
1.	 Increase street impervious surfaces and canopy 

coverage.

The electric interurban railway was a fast, heavy-duty 
adaptation of street railway technology for suburban, 
rural, and intercity travel. Achieving its greatest 
prosperity in the early 20th century, it almost died out by 
the early 1960s. Some of the longer-lasting interurbans, 
particularly the three major Chicago interurbans and 
Pacific Electric in Los Angeles, were largely comparable 
in their rights-of-way and rolling stock with conventional 
electrified commuter railroads. Despite considerable 
differences, these commuter-carrying interurbans shared 
an overall history of growth, consolidation, decline, and 
abandonment.

One of these, the South Shore Line in northern Indiana, 
survives as an electrified commuter railroad. A second, 
the Norristown High-Speed Line in suburban Philadelphia, 
continues as a suburban rapid transit line. Portions of 
several others have been reused for rapid transit or light 
rail. Even though these interurbans were largely business 
failures, the revival of many segments suggests that their 
underlying transportation bases were sound. 

VISSIM is microscopic traffic simulation software for 
modeling multimodal traffic flows. It models driving 
behaviors including: car-following, lane-changing and 
lateral behavior within a lane. It can be used to analyze 
the operations of any transportation mode and their 
combinations including cars, trucks, public buses, shuttle 
buses, trains, taxis, bikes and pedestrians. VISWALK 
simulates and models walking behaviors. By combining 
VISSIM and VISWALK the interactions between the 
roadway traffic and pedestrians can be modeled 
realistically. 

VISSIM/VISWALK can be applied in complex traffic 
operational analysis, including highway design, highway 
interchange design, arterial and intersection design, 
urban streets design and traffic analysis, downtown 
with high volume of pedestrians, and traffic congestion 
managements. Various project applications with VISSIM/
VISWALK are presented in the paper. Model development, 
model calibration and scenario application are included. 
Data used as inputs and data used as calibration targets 
are discussed. Model calibration and the problems 
associated with model calibration are a specific interest in 
the application of the program. 

High volumes of traffic in metropolitan areas during 
peak hours place large demands on our transportation 
infrastructure. Tools such as Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) can help manage these facilities and inform 
travelers of pertinent information. In particular, this study 
demonstrates a method for measuring the accuracy of 
the real-time construction traveler information using 
traffic cameras and other sources. 

Because 23 CFR 511 requires transportation agencies to 
start reviewing the accuracy of their traveler information, 
including lane-closing construction projects, this method 
could provide guidance for such agencies. The results of 
the example application indicated that 62% of on-going 
lane-closing construction projects in metropolitan areas 
could be viewed with cameras, but 38% projects were 
not close enough to a camera and would require other 
data sources. Findings from this research could serve 
as the basis for traffic agencies to design and to setup 
traffic cameras precisely to disseminate construction 
information to travelers.
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Until 2013, the City of Arlington, Texas (COA) was the 
largest city in the United States without a fixed-route 
public transit system.  COA recently established a short-
term agreement with Dallas Area Rapid Transit to provide 
fixed-route service, and commissioned a study to determine 
the need for future fixed-route and commuter transit. The 
approach to determine the transit need consists of an in-
depth examination of current and future demographics, 
land-use, city and regional plans, and travel patterns. The 
Transit Competitive Index (TCI) was a key tool used to assist 
planners with determining the competitiveness of transit 
within the COA. 

TCI is a composite metric that provides a single score of 
the transit market conditions and opportunities for any 
user-defined origin, destination, or origin-destination pair 
within a given transit service area or region. It reveals how 
competitive transit is relative to the automobile while 
remaining completely independent from the existing 
transit network or quality of service. For COA twelve 
local composite zones were selected for analysis, and 
were measured to determine the likelihood of success 
of transit operations between two areas. The results 
showed promising results for several local zonal pairs, 
especially those linking areas of high residential density 
with downtown, the University of Texas area, and major 
commercial areas. Further analysis using the TCI was 
conducted linking COA to regional destinations, resulting 
in setting the foundation for local and regional transit 
alignments. This approach can be applied to any size urban 
area, or communities within an urban area.

While there is currently much attention directed at freight 
planning for states and large cities, less focus has been 
placed on suburban, exurban, and rural areas. Often, 
these communities struggle with mobility and quality of 
life issues related to trucks in particular. These issues may 
be overlooked in state and regional planning, which tend 
to focus on broader mobility and economic challenges. 

This project takes place in Valdosta, a community of 
about 50,000 people in south Georgia. The overall 
goal of the project is to alleviate the localized impacts 
of heavy truck movements through downtown 
Valdosta on U.S. 84, a critical rural freight corridor 
with connectivity to the Port of Savannah. The primary 
objective is to develop operational and/or geometric 
solutions to mitigate the truck traffic impacts on the 
local portion of U.S. 84 without imposing a hardship 
on shippers or carriers that rely on the corridor. The 
project combines freight data from various national 
and state sources (vehicle classification counts from 
the Georgia Department of Transportation and truck 
travel time data from the FHWA’s National Performance 
Management Research Data Set) with locally collected 
data (stakeholder interviews and truck following data) 
to better understand truck operations in downtown. The 
benefit of this approach is that it preserves regional and 
state-level interests in maintaining performance on the 
freight corridor while balancing the community’s need to 
relieve the burden of heavy trucks through downtown. 
It can be applied to rural, suburban, and exurban 
communities facing similar issues nationwide.

Transit Oriented Development (TOD) holds many 
advantages: promoting walkability, reducing car traffic and 
even enhancing property values for nearby residences and 
businesses. However, TOD often isn’t considered in areas 
with high rates of vacant and abandoned properties. What 
if big data could be employed to emphasize assets and 
resources adjacent to vacant and abandoned properties – 
including convenient transit?

As it turns out, such a tool is presently under development. 
It’s called Hidden Value in Abandoned Buildings (HViAB), 
and it’s the jointly developed product of myself and Dan 
Fehrenbach (who performed the initial programming, but 
who is no longer actively involved with the project). The 
tool focuses on developing a database of amenities and 
resources (including transit) located within a half-mile 
radius of a vacant or abandoned building. 

The idea behind HViAB is to reveal the value of a vacant 
or abandoned building primarily because of where it is 
located. It doesn’t take much imagination to visualize how 
such a tool could be used to promote TOD in areas with 
high numbers of vacant and abandoned buildings. Doing 
so would accomplish three desirable goals: reintroducing 
vacant and abandoned properties to constructive use, 
reducing crime and other undesirable developments 
associated with vacant properties – and of course, 
promoting TOD.

Safety plays an essential role in public transit system 
operation. This project uses GIS based methodology 
including the Esri ArcGIS spatial statistics toolbox to 
identify possible unsafe Pace bus stops in suburban 
Cook County. First, Moran’s I statistics is applied to 
analyze the spatial pattern of five-year (2008 – 2012) 
IDOT pedestrian – vehicle crash records based on 
simultaneously evaluating crash locations and crash 
counts at each location. Moran’s I index values are 
evaluated based on their z-scores and p-values for 
significance. Then the Getis-Ord Gi* model is utilized to 
conduct hot spot analysis for the crashes. The Pace bus 
stops with potential risk for pedestrian are identified by 
overlaying and selecting stops falling within the influence 
areas of the hot spots and ranked by the crash counts. 
Further, these possible unsafe bus stops are evaluated 
and discussed with considerations on average daily 
ridership, land use, population density.
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Transportation planners depend on Census and other 
data to understand their regions, conduct spatial analysis, 
build traffic models, and to assist decision makers in 
answering policy questions. Together the Decennial Census, 
the American Community Survey (ACS) and a custom 
tabulation of the ACS designed for transportation planners 
known as the Census Transportation Planning Package 
(CTTP) make up the cornerstone of the planners’ data 
arsenal. These products are explained in the film clip forum 
being proposed.

The purpose of this 27 minute film clip forum is to share 
some history of the census and to get the flavor of six 
decennial census collection years with commercials the 
Census Bureau produced for each decade from 1940 to 
2010. Another short clip will introduce the CTPP and show 
how it is used by transportation planners. In this poster 
format, we will provide a loop of the film clips at the poster 
table with headphones available. Interested parties can 
experience some or all of the clips then address questions 
to the authors. Emerging issues with respect to Census data 
collection will include:

•	 Funding for Census products.
•	 Changes to the ACS.
•	 Future CTPP products.

This poster session reflects the ease with which ideas 
can be communicated using film and video components. 
Transportation planners have grasped this reality in recent 
years. In the Census Video Clips and Forum Discussion they 
will get to experience it.

Currently, there is no universal framework that assesses 
all the impacts of passenger rail systematically, although 
it is crucial for improving efficiency. 

The factors that impact the return on investment for 
passenger rail is imperative for determining what types 
of investments have the most benefits, for which type of 
rail, and for what demographic. Therefore, this research 
aims to build an integrative framework to assess the 
impacts of passenger rail. This research aims to build 
an integrative understanding of the kinds of benefits 
that accrue from passenger rail investment. Passenger 
rail impacts were investigated by a (1) literature review 
on the return on investment for passenger rail, (2) 
analysis of survey data from transportation professionals 
and (3) a knowledge-intensive collection of data from 
interviews with transportation professionals. Based on 
these impacts, an integrative theory-driven framework 
was created. The framework identifies key elements that 
can dictate the impacts of passenger rail. This research is 
presumed to create viable contributions to transportation 
industry leaders interested in developing new ways of 
creating public/private support and ways of obtaining 
funding for passenger rail projects that have been 
successful in other projects and are referenced in the 
insights and data provided.

fOrMat: 

•	 We will be taking submissions throughout the 
morning of the conference. All you need to submit 
an idea is your name and a brief description of the 
session you’d like to host. 

•	 The format of the session is up to you. You can give 
a presentation, moderate a panel, or host an informal 
and interactive discussion for all to participate in. 

•	 Submissions will be posted before lunch, and your 
fellow conference attendees will vote on their 
favorites. 

•	 The top picks will be selected to host a 30 minute 
session from 2:15 to 2:45. 

•	 Feel free to bring along any presentation slides, visual 
aids, etc., or go analog and just bring yourself!
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Metra’s Rock Island District services Chicago’s southwest 
side from downtown to Joliet. On November 1st, 2015, Metra 
released a new Rock Island District schedule that altered 
the outbound evening trains in order to provide express 
service for its riders. 

By reconfiguring equipment cycles, Metra is able to 
provide express service at an earlier time without requiring 
additional crews or train sets. This was done through 
extensive analysis that included ridership data, GIS 
mapping, planning of equipment, and other performance 
measures. 

Metra was able to benefit from GIS mapping, the 
importance of multi-faceted analysis to create change, and 
the interdepartmental cooperation that allows changes like 
this to be successful. 
The audience at Transport Chicago would learn through 
our presentation how commuter rail schedules are written 
as well as gain an understanding of the logistics that are 
involved in scheduling and operations.
Major changes to commuter rail schedules do not occur 
often due to the nature of the service and an expectation of 
consistency. However, Metra can provide a case study of the 
analysis and processes that occur when these changes take 
place.

Since the City of Chicago’s Divvy bikeshare program 
launched in summer 2013, the Chicago Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) and Motivate International have 
been building a comprehensive equity program around 
bikeshare. Elements of bikeshare equity that will be 
discussed include planning and station siting; extensive 
and varied outreach to engage diverse communities; 
economic development and jobs, and programs for low 
income and unbanked Chicagoans.

In July of 2015, the City of Chicago rolled out the final 
piece of the equity puzzle, the Divvy for Everyone (D4E) 
subsidized membership program. While the price of an 
annual Divvy membership breaks down to just pennies 
per day, nearly 13% of Chicagoans—those who don’t have 
debit or credit cards—could not access the system. The 
City also recognized that the annual Divvy membership fee 
may be too expensive for some people living paycheck-to-
paycheck to afford in one payment. D4E is the product of 
CDOT’s efforts to address these financial barriers and to 
boost access to affordable transportation for those who 
need it most. Building partnerships in a new field of expert 
advocates, the not-so-high tech building blocks of the 
program, and plans for scaling the effort in its second year 
will all be covered.

Changes in ridership at individual stations on Chicago’s 
mass-transit rail system following fare increases in 2004, 
2006 and 2009 are analyzed to determine whether the 
ridership response varies with the per capita income in 
the neighborhood surrounding each station. For two of 
the three fare changes, the decline in ridership is less in 
higher-income neighborhoods than it is in lower-income 
neighborhoods. However, a contradictory result is found 
for the other fare increase. These mixed findings are in line 
with the prior literature that also found an inconsistent 
relationship.
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uGRIDD (uGRIDD.com) is an emerging web-based platform 
that offers sophisticated, but easy to use interfaces to help 
customers unlock the power of infrastructure big data. 
Unlike other systems in the infrastructure industry that 
started off as a software package, uGRIDD was created 
as an interactive map- based solution platform. uGRIDD’s 
disrupts the traditional way of searching and archiving data 
by enabling both technical and non-technical individuals 
to organize and provide easy access of their infrastructure 
data to whomever they choose, very economically. This 
is done over popular internet browsers in a secured 
environment; with no other additional software necessary. 
Through location of interest inquiries uGRIDD’s technology 
allows users to look at data on a global level and at the 
most precise local level interactively by a click of a button 
or roll on a computer mouse. 

uGRIDD has solved CTA’s big data dilemma for its major 
rail projects. With the Red Line South track rebuild project, 
CTA used LiDAR and video scans that were simultaneously 
georeferenced. This involved terabytes of accurate data 
normally accessible to only those trained in specialty 
software. The data was inserted into uGRIDD making it 
easily accessible to everyone one on the project, with no 
technical training required. It saved tremendous amounts 
of time for a project that was severely time constrained. 
Subsequently uGRIDD has become a standard hosting 
solution for similar CTA rail projects. After project 
completion, the georeferenced data is easily found years 
later with uGRIDD’s easy to use tools.

The purpose of the transit system is to connect people to 
the things they need to get to – work, school, groceries, 
recreation, childcare, and other opportunities. Quantifying 
transit access to opportunities provides a powerful way 
to understand the utility of the transit system in meeting 
the needs of the regional population. This type of measure 
accounts not only for the ease of moving between places, 
measured as travel time on transit, but also for the relative 
attractiveness of the destination, measured by density of 
opportunities.

Using common tools available to planners, the Regional 
Transportation Authority has developed a method to 
accurately calculate travel times on transit throughout the 
Chicago region when accessing the network by walking 
or driving to park-and-ride facilities. We can thus quantify 
the number of opportunities (such as jobs) accessible to 
the regional population by transit and assess the impact 
of transit system improvements in a way that is real and 
meaningful to people in the region.

Initial results show that in 2016 the average worker in 
the Chicago region can access 27 percent of all regional 
employment opportunities within 90 minutes by transit. 
And, the average access time to a job by a worker is 56 
minutes by transit. However, these access levels can vary 
significantly depending on location of residence and this 
session will further explore some of these variations and 
how this information might be used to inform future transit 
improvements.

Transit-oriented development (TOD) has gained wide 
acceptance among city planners for its value in allowing 
neighborhoods to grow while minimizing impacts on 
congestion and pollution. The value of TOD investments, 
however, is not always widely understood by people living 
in communities served by transit. As a result, proposed 
developments frequently are heavily contested and their 
scale is often reduced due to local opposition. Some 
criticism is founded on aesthetic grounds that cannot 
be easily countered, but much of it is based on limited 
information about project impacts.

The Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) developed a 
tool, the TOD Calculator (available at metroplanning.
org/growchicago), to help address a lack of adequate 
information about project impacts. This tool allows users 
to input information about potential developments 
anywhere in the city of Chicago and instantly receive 
information about how that project could affect the 
surrounding neighborhoods through additional taxes, local 
retail sales, and parked cars, among other outputs.

This presentation will describe the process that MPC 
undertook to develop this unique tool, which relies 
on open-source data and neighborhood-specific 
characteristics and offers first-in-the-nation insights into 
project impacts. It will also address how the tool has been 
used on the ground thus far and offer insights into how 
access to better information improves community dialogue 
about TOD.
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